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Finite difference approximations to the continuity, momentum, and energy

equations in thermal hydraulics codes result in a system of N by N equations

for a problem having N field points. In a three dimensional problem, N in-

creases as the problem becomes larger or more complex, and more rapidly as the

computational mesh size is reduced. As a consequence, the execution time re-

quired to solve the problem increases, which may 1- ad to placing limits on the

problem resolution or accuracy. A conventional method of solution of these

systems of equations is the Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) technique. How-

ever, for a wide range of problems the execution time may be reduced by using

a more efficient linear equation solver. One such method is the conjugate

gradient method11> which was implemented in COMMIX-1B thermal hydraulics

code*2'. It was found that the execution time required to solve the resulting

system of equations was reduced by a factor of about 2 for some problems.

This paper summarizes the characteristics of these iterative solution proce-

dures and compares their performance in modeling of a variety of reactor

thermal hydraulic problems, using the COMMIX-1B computer code.

COMMIX-1B is a single-phase, time-dependent three dimensional thermal

hydraulics code which successively solves the momentum, continuity, and energy

equations through an external-internal iterative procedure to obtain the

related field parameters in the system. Solution of algebraic equations in
r,?,r. ;i./v-

this code are achieved by the SOR procedure. The SOR type iteration schema^ r\ i



uses one pass through the computational cell domain and an overrelaxation

parameter to accelerate the convergence. Hie overrelaxation parameter varies

between 1 and 2 and its optimum value is generally geometry- and problem-de-

pendent. For the problems analyzed in this work, an overrelaxation parameter

between 1.3 and 1.5 resulted in the minimum number of iterations.

For solution of the system of pressure field equations in the momentum

section of OOMMIX-lB, the conjugate gradient was implemented to provide an

alternative to SOU iterative scheme. The conjugate gradient method is a

special case of the variational method. In general, the variational method

can be used for solution of a system of linear equations. Ax « f, for which

the matrix A is symmetric and positive definite. The solution strategy 1B to

inarch in a set of directions, S - {po,px,...pn_1}, which are orthogonal to each

other with respect to the inner product xpj, pi>A" - (p , A"p4) - p^ • A'pj.

When marching in a direction p1, xl+1 is set to xt + af pt so that the error

functional ((x-x1+1), A*(x-x1+1)) is minimized. Note that x is the solution

and xi+l is the (i+l)st calculated approximation to x. After traveling in all

n orthogonal directions an exact solution is obtained if exact arithmetic

exists.01 To obtain the conjugate gradient method from the variational

method, u has to be set equal to 1.

It can be seen from the variational algorithm that the conjugate gradient

method involves both a setup step and an interative step. By contrast, the

SOR method involves only an iterative step. Since both the setup step and the

iterative step of the conjugate gradient method involve more numerical book-

keeping work the converge must be achieved in fewer iterations to match the

SOR running time performance.

Comparisons between the performance of the conjugate gradient and SOR

methods were made through the analysis of six steady-state benchmark problems.



For all of these cases the mass rebalancing technique was used to further

accelerate the convergence.'4) In addition, for each outer iteration the

maximum number of inner iterations was limited by a default value of 99. The

six problems modeled were included: First, the flow of liquid sodium through

a canned hexagonal 7 pin fuel assembly (German 7 pin assembly); second, the

flow of water in a scaled model of the Clinch River Fast Breeder Reactor

(CRFBR) outlet plenum; third, the flow of air through an atmospheric fluidized

bed combustor; fourth, the flow of water in the cold leg and downcomer of a

PWR; fifth, isothermal air flow through a pipe having half of its flow area

blocked a fifth of the way to the top; and sixth, the flow of water in the

cold leg and downcomer of a PWR in which blockage occurred in the downcomer.

The results of COMMIX-lB analysis of all six problems are summarized in

Table 1. It should be noticed from this table that the conjugate gradient

method significantly outperformed the SOR method in the first four problems

while underperforming in the fifth and nearly matching in the sixth. For the

first four problems which have more complicated flow patterns, many inner

iterations per outer iteration were required to obtain convergence with the

SOR method while the conjugate gradient method was able to converge in

sufficiently fewer iterations to reduce the computer running time by factors

of about 2. On the other hand, the last two problems which involve simple

flow patterns converged in only a few inner iterations per outer iteration

using the SOR method. For these types of problems, the reduction in the

conjugate gradient method was very limited and not sufficient enough to

improve the execution time. Figure 1 shows the iteration histories which

typify these two extreme cases. Figure 1-a illustrates the case where the

conjugate gradient method outperforms the running time of the SOR method, the

opposite case occurs in Figure 1-b where the numbers of SOR inner iterations



rapidly decreases as a function of the number of outer iterations. In this

case, the convergence rate of the conjugate gradient method surpasses the

convergence rate of the SOR method by only a small margin over a narrow range

and consequently has a higher total execution time.

In summary, the reason for implementing the conjugate gradient method is

not primarily to save execution time on problems that converge rapidly, but

rather to reduce the required execution time on problems that converge slowly

and are costly. Since the trend in computational thermal hydraulics is to

move toward larger and more complex problems with slower rate of convergence,

the conjugate gradient method should be considered as a viable alternative

linear equation solver.

'Ihis work was partially sponsored by the USNRC and we would like to

acknowledge the support of James Han, M. Silverburg and P. M. Wood.
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Table 1. Summary of Results of C0MMIX-1B Analysis of Six Problems

#

1
2a
2b

3
4

5a
5b
5c
6

Problem Type

German 7 Pin Assembly
CRFBR Outlet Plenum
C RFB R Outlet Plenum
(no mass rebalancing)
Atmospheric FKiidized Bed
CokJ Leg and Down Commer
ofaPWR
Isothermal Air Pipe Flow
Isothermal Air Pipe Flow
Isothermal Air Pipe Flow
CoW Leg and Downcommer
ofaPWR with blockage

Number of
Computational

Cells
432
346

346
2148

978
800

1800
3200

3404

Total Running Time (s)
CG
6.14

32.9

35.26
253.88

51.35
21.35
71.67

155.45

207.27

SOR
11.6
74.06

10526
458.35

103.76
15.60
48.32

117.19

22435

Time Ratio
SOR/CG

1.89
225

Z99
1,81

202
.73
.67
.75

1.08
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Figure 1. Typical Iteration History for which: (a) the Conjugate Gradient
Method outperforms the SOR Method; (b) the SOR Method exceeds
the performance of the Conjugate Gradient Method.
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